Unipolar cardiac pacemakers in electromagnetic fields of high voltage overhead lines.
Experimental studies have shown that both electric and magnetic extremely low frequency fields are able to disturb a cardiac pacemaker (CPM) at certain field strengths. However, the simultaneous influence of multiphase electric and magnetic fields beneath high voltage overhead lines (HVOLs) has not yet been investigated. Therefore, the distribution of the electric and the magnetic field as well as the phase angle between both components for an exemplary HVOL was numerically calculated. The calculations show that the phase difference of the capacitive and the inductive induced voltage on the input of an implanted cardiac pacemaker is position-dependent. Based on these and our earlier results a worst-case-scenario for two virtual patients beneath an exemplary HVOL was derived. It turned out that although the interference of CPMs by the electromagnetic fields (EMFs) of HVOLs cannot be ruled out, the life-threatening interference condition 'inhibition by EMF' is unlikely. Due to various factors depending on technical parameters and the individual patient a definite answer about the disturbance of an implanted CPM beneath HVOLs can be given by studies with real CPM patients only.